Cardiovascular safety of liraglutide for the treatment of type 2 diabetes.
Liraglutide is a GLP-1 RA that is an option for treatment of T2DM. Typical of all new glucose-lowering agents, its CV safety profile is of great interest. Areas covered: This article outlines the efficacy of the GLP-1 RA liraglutide from RCTs, moving through the pivotal phase 3 LEAD trials, and subsequent meta-analyses to assess CV safety. This review describes evolution of regulatory requirements to obtain safety information through dedicated CVOTs. Expert opinion: Since the FDA mandated that CV outcomes for new diabetes therapies should be assessed via a dedicated CVOT, opinion of their utility in T2DM evolved from cynicism through to enthusiasm. In LEADER, liraglutide became the second modern glucose-lowering agent to demonstrate significant CV benefit. CVOTs are now providing important answers, highlighting the CV benefits of modern glucose-lowering agents, but also raising several questions, notably whether the effects seen with liraglutide and empagliflozin are class-effects or are unique to these molecules. Furthermore it is unknown if these results in patients with high CV risk are applicable to all patients with T2DM, and should be incorporated into new treatment guidelines. In our view it's prudent to suggest that CVOT findings cannot currently be extrapolated to the whole T2DM population.